
Blossom B"g_t for
Home Garden

Seed Saving
Blossom bags are a wonderful tool for saving seed, because

they allow gardeners to save seed from multiple varieties of
the same species while maintainingvarietal purity for all of
them. There are some important rules of thumb for their
use, and some specifi. t.ihtriqo.s to learn, but at the end of
the day, it is a simple, accessible strategy.

A fower must be capable o6tslf-pollination for a blossom

bag to be effective, and it must not be awind pollinated
crop. The blossom bag excludes insects, but not wind-
borne pollen.

Most legumes can be blossom-bagged, but it is a labor-
intensive way to save legume seed since each fower
produces a pod with only a ftw seeds, compared to a fruit
with hundreds of seeds.

A blossom bag excludes pollinating insects from
a flower. The fower will then be self-pollinated,
insuring that the resulting fruit will contain seed

true-to-type for the variety.

Typ.r of Blossom Bags

Small blossom
bags cover a

single fower or
small cluster of
flowers.

Large blossom
bags will cover
an entire
plant. This
works well for
Iettuce, but not
indeterminate
plants like
tomatoes,
because they
will grow
through the bag,
rupturing it.

Best Crops for Blossom Bags
o Eggplant
. Ground Cherry
r Lettuce

o Pepper

o Tomato

Variety is the Spice of Life
Pimiento, Chile, Bell... itt hard for gardeners to p-ick

just one pepper to grow. This creates a quandary for
seed saving, since peppers cross with one another

readily. Easy solution? Blossom bags.

Population Size
A single tomato fruit mayprovide all the seed needed

for next year's crop.I(hen workingwith blossom
bags, itt a tempting idea.
However, saving seed from too
few plants will erode a variety's
generic diversity, which can

reduce vigor, productivity, and
its ability to adapt to your
local site conditions.
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Blossom Bags,
Step by Step

1) Place the bag when rhe fower is in the
bud stage, before it opens. If bagging an

entire plant, do so before fowers open
or remorre open fowers before placing
the bag. Similarly, if bagging a cluster of
blossoms--any open flowers in the cluster
must be removed. Secure the bag so that
no insects can crawl inside.

2) Leave the bag in place until the flower
is done blooming and has transformed
into an immature fruit (or mature seed, for
crops like lettuce). Remove the blossom
bag to allow the fruit to grow and mature
without interference.

A self-pollinated, immature pepper fruit inside a
blossom bag,

Immature pepper fruit marked with fagging tape
for seed saving.

3) Clearly mark the fruit so that it can

be identified for seed saving at maturity.
It is best to mark the stem attaching the
fruit to the plant, rather than the fruit
itselfl Flagging tape works well because it
is colorful and durable, but gardeners can

successfully employ a variety of methods
and materials.

BuyingBlossom Bags

Blossom bags are available for purchase from Seed Savers Exchange,
http : //www.seedsavers.orglonlinestore/Seed- Collections-Supplies/

Bagging a ground cherry blossom in bud stage.
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